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Abstract: Horizontal gene transfer (HGT) is the stable transfer of genetic material from one organism to another without natural reproduction between organisms. Genetic exchange occurs by the transfer of donor genetic material across cellular boundaries, followed by heritable incorporation to the genome of the recipient organism. The first description of a horizontal gene transfer has been a major advance in molecular biology. Microbes acquire DNA from a variety of sources. In addition to conjugation, transformation and transduction, other diverse mechanisms of genetic material uptake occur in nature. Genetically modified organisms (GMOs) often contain recombined genes (transgenes) collected from different species to enable the expression of new traits. Unintended HGT of rDNA to both prokaryotes and Eukaryotes could pose risks to human health, the environment. From the current scientific evidence, HGT from GMOs to other organisms presents negligible risks to human health and safety or the environment due to the rarity of such events relative to those HGT events that occur in nature.

1. INTRODUCTION

DNA is usually transferred over generations following the normal reproduction pathway of the organism involved and this process is called vertical gene transfer, however, DNA can also more infrequently spread to unrelated species through a process called horizontal gene transfer (HGT) (Li et al., 2019). According to Gao et al. (2019); Lee et al. (2019); Karsten et al. (2017), Adato et al. (2015); Soucy et al. (2015) horizontal gene transfer refers to the transfer of genetic material from one organism to the other organism independent of natural reproduction. It takes place extensively among prokaryotes, plays a key role in the evolution of genomes and has been documented within and between the Archaea, Bacteria, and Eukarya domains as well as viruses. With very rare exception, HGT occurs much less frequently in eukaryotes than in prokaryotes (Hotopp, 2011). Transfer occurs by the passage of donor genetic material across cellular boundaries, followed by heritable incorporation to the genome of the recipient organism (Lee et al., 2019; Karsten et al., 2017).

HGT enables the exchange of genetic material even between distant species mediated usually by transduction, transformation or conjugation (Gyles and Boerlin, 2013). This process can be mediated by the integration of viruses (bacteriophages), transposable elements, or integrative plasmids, often via non-homologous recombination (Soucy et al., 2015).

More recently, concerns have been raised that HGT from genetically modified organisms have adverse effects (Li et al., 2019). HGT of an introduced gene in a GMO may confer a novel trait in another organism, which could be a source of potential harm to the health of people or the environment. Xue et al (2019); Soucy et al. (2015) revealed that genetic engineering became an issue of public health concern through the spread of antibiotic resistance genes amongst pathogenic bacteria and more recently with commercial production of genetically modified crops. Also the study conducted by Lu et al. (2019); Zhang et al. (2019); Guo and Tian (2019) discussed that HGT leading to acquisition or modification of traits as antibiotic resistance, virulence, and nitrogen fixation. So the objective of this review is to assess and explore recent understanding about unintended horizontal transfer of recombinant DNA in eukaryotes and prokaryotes and mainly the possibilities and mechanisms through which foreign DNA can introduce into the organisms and its effect.
2. Horizontal Gene Transfer and the Nature of Heredity

The first description of a horizontal gene transfer has been a major advance in molecular biology, and can even be seen as its founding experiment (Soucy et al., 2015). Griffith (1928) showed that nonvirulent pneumococcus bacteria can become pathogenic simply by contact with virulent bacteria even bacteria destroyed by heat, capable of modifying heredity by the process called transformation. Avery et al. (1944) showed that remarkable ability of pneumococci to acquire DNA horizontally and DNA is the heritable material of life. This problem found its solution almost ten years later when Hershey and Chase (1952) showed that bacteriophage T2 injects its DNA, but not proteins upon infection of host bacteria, and when the double-helical filamentous structure of DNA molecules was described by Watson and Crick (1953) these authors proposed genetic information to be contained in the specific sequences of nucleotides.

2.1. Mechanisms of Horizontal Gene Transfer

Exchange of genetic material between bacterial species is mediated by the basic processes of conjugation, transduction and transformation (Bellanger et al., 2014; von Wintersdorff et al., 2016). In addition to this there are other mechanisms also involved in the uptake and establishment of genetic material in addition to these. The extraordinary capacity of Agrobacterium to transfer its genetic material to host cell makes it evolve from phytopathogen to a powerful transgenic vector (Guo et al., 2019).

2.1.1. Transformation

Mechanism by which free DNA present in the medium typically derived from dead organisms and is taken up into the cytoplasm. This could be mainly for nutritional purposes but some bacteria are very selective on the type of DNA that they allow into the cell, suggesting that it also serves to favor recombination with close relatives (Mell and Redfield, 2014). The transformation mechanism of prokaryotes involves integration of free extracellular DNA that becomes incorporated into the genome (Cabezon et al., 2015; Ilangovan et al., 2017). Prokaryotic genomes are highly dynamic; they are usually replete with HGT, undergoing continuous gains, often from outside the species, genus, or family, and losses through deletion (Puigbo et al., 2014).

2.1.2. Conjugation

Is a one-way transmission mechanism of DNA from one cell to another via a “sexual pilus” by which DNA is transported? The study conducted by Kurono et al. (2012); Matsuda et al. (2012) explained that there are interspecies and intergenus transfers of bacterial DNA by conjugation in food/feed and in the intestine. A group of modular mobile genetic elements, known as integrative and conjugative elements (ICEs) or conjugative transposons, has been found in many bacterial genomes (Cury et al., 2017). Some reports have shown that conjugative transfer in food could have relevant safety consequences due to the mobilization of antibiotic resistance and toxin genes (Van der Auwera et al., 2007; Gazzola et al., 2012).

2.1.3. Transduction

Transduction is the bacteriophage mediated transfer of host DNA between bacterial cells. This is a mechanism for gene transmission mediated by a bacteriophage that functions both as a reservoir and as a vector of exogenous genes, which remain protected from environmental effects in the bacteriophage capsid (Natalia et al., 2019). Studies of model phage host systems have revealed mechanisms of transduction and have led to the development of sophisticated genetic methods (Bergman et al., 2019).

2.2. Detecting Patterns of Horizontal Gene Transfer

Microbes acquire DNA from a variety of sources. The development of genome sequencing, have revealed that horizontal gene transfer has been a major evolutionary force that has constantly reshaped genomes throughout evolution (Ravenhall et al., 2015; Adato et al., 2015; Soucy et al., 2015). There are several approaches to identify genetic changes due to HGT, including:

- Experimental evidence: whereby a genetic marker is monitored for gene transfer to a recipient organism (Frazao et al., 2019)
- Phylogenetic analysis of gene sequences: to identify topological inconsistencies between different gene families (Jeong et al., 2016; Ravenhall et al., 2015; Remigi et al., 2016).
• Nucleotide compositional analysis: to identify any gene that has a nucleotide pattern that differs significantly from the overall genome (Cheeseman et al., 2014; Adato et al., 2015).

3. INTRODUCTION TO BIOSAFETY ASPECTS OF RECOMBINANT DNA

Theoretically, all genes including highly conserved genes such as ribosomal genes appear to be capable of HGT (De Santis et al., 2018). Environmental situations including soil, freshwater, seawater, wastes from industry and animals, plant surfaces, human and animal intestines and saliva and food products may aid HGT (Burmeister, 2015, Trappe et al., 2016). Yanga et al. (2019); Xue et al.(2019) revealed that the transfer of recombinant DNA from genetically modified organisms (GMOs) such as transgenic plants to phytosphere bacteria may occur and thus contribute to the undesirable spread of antibiotic resistance determinants.

Genetically modified organisms (GMOs) often contain recombined genes (transgenes) collected from different species to enable the expression of new traits (Zhang et al., 2019; Guo and Tian, 2019). As outlined in Akbari et al. (2019); Nielsen (2003a) some commonly occurring characteristics of recombinant DNA in GMOs can make their transgenes more likely to be taken up and expressed in unintended host or bacterial cell recipients.

Globally consumers continue to be concerned about the health and environmental consequences of GM foods production (Delmond et al., 2018; Hudson et al., 2015). Attitudes toward GM foods and willingness to consume these products vary across countries and among consumer groups based on demographic, social, economic, psychological, or religious factors (Mathiowetz and Jones, 2016). While public acceptance of transgenic foods in Japan and the European Union is low, but the use of these products in the United States and in some developing countries is fairly high (Zhang et al., 2018). For instance, Prati et al. (2012) found that Italian consumers have a weak intention to consume GM foods. However, De Steur et al. (2010) and Zhu et al. (2018) showed that Chinese consumers are willing to consume GM foods and such willingness is affected by their knowledge of the product and risk perceptions.

3.1. Principles and Methods of Biosafety in Horizontal Gene Transfer

In judging the effectiveness of measures intended to ensure biosafety, it may be helpful to know which goals, principles, and methods of biosafety measures have been employed and to evaluate the scientific basis of their effectiveness. Because the natures of risks are largely identical for GMOs and non-GMOs, containment measures to handle these risks are largely identical for both. In the past biosafety measures have evolved step by step and usually based on expert knowledge and experience, but without a unifying set of guiding principles (Wang and Zhang, 2019).

3.1.1. Safety and Risk Assessment of HGT

Risk assessment is the first and central step, and includes hazard recognition and identification, understanding of exposure potentials, frequency of occurrence, evaluation of work tasks and equipment, and assigning protective measures to the specific tasks involved. The second principle is biological containment; wherever possible risks for the workers and the environment may be minimized by reducing exposure potentials and their consequences by using attenuated microorganisms. Each form of HGT involves different risk considerations; for genetic engineering, these risks are commonly addressed through legislation (De Santis et al., 2018, Kuiper and Davies, 2010). Assessing risks of HGT of recombinant DNA in foods derived from GM crops involves estimating both the likelihood of transfer of DNA from GM crops to microorganisms or human cells and the impact of such a transfer event. Transformation during the production of silage from GM plants would affect bacteria that enter the intestines of human (De Santis et al., 2018; Codex Alimentarius, 2009; EFSA 2011).

4. RECOMBINANT DNA INTRODUCTION AND POTENTIAL IMPACT

The large scale approval, cultivation and consumption of GM commodity crops will necessarily lead to the release and to some extent persistence of recombinant DNA in the environment (Li et al., 2019). DNA is continually released from living organisms, shedding tissues or cells or from their decaying debris (Proia et al., 2016; Li et al., 2019). The release of DNA is therefore not specific to GMOs and the effect thereof should be seen in the context of DNA released from other organisms present in the same natural system (Hu et al., 2019). Evidence obtained both from DNA sequencing of whole organismal genomes and laboratory studies of DNA exchange between organisms demonstrate that
some, often minor fragments of DNA, can be integrated into the genome of the exposed recipient organism (Thomas and Nielsen, 2005).

Most foreign DNA taken up and integrated into the genome of an organism will have a deleterious effect due to its interference with the host cell biology and genome structure (Doerfler, 2000). HGT processes thus resemble a mutational process, which is they may occur by chance and repeatedly over time but a very low proportion of the HGT events will confer a benefit and be retained in the host over time (Heinemann and Bungard, 2005).

Unintended HGT of rDNA to both prokaryotes and Eukaryotes could pose risks to the environment could be summarized as (1) risks associated with biodiversity including ecosystem functions effects on soil, and non-target species; (2) risks associated with gene flow and genetic recombination; and (3) risks associated with their evolution i.e. development of resistance either in insect pests or in weeds (Tsatsakis et al., 2017). The potential impact of unintended HGT of recombinant DNA from GMOs to exposed organisms must be seen within the broader picture of naturally occurring processes including:

- The continual large scale release of genetically diverse DNA molecules from a broad range of naturally occurring or introduced species in a given environment
- The infrequent and random HGT events occurring naturally in the same environment that the GMO will be released into
- The extremely low likelihood that any DNA taken up will improve the fitness of the exposed host organism

4.1. Risks Due to Horizontal Gene Transfer

Genetic engineering has many potential applications in agriculture, therapeutics and industrial chemical production. With these new opportunities has come greater public scrutiny and government regulation. All organisms have a history of HGT and every gene, including those introduced by gene technology, is capable of being transferred between organisms by HGT. A study by Xue et al. (2019); Lu et al. (2019); Zhang et al. (2019); Guo and Tian, (2019); Soucy et al. (2015) discussed that the transferred genes could confer a novel traits to the recipient organisms, which may result in negative, neutral or positive effects

4.1.1. Gene Flow

The introductions of non-native GMOs in the ecosystems pose potential long term risks. Environmental implications of gene flow are variable but some of the effects of gene flow could be generalized on the basis of general findings in relevance to many cases, such as development of superweeds, evolution of new viral pathogens, instability of transgenes in the environment, creation of pests and pathogens having resistance to new compounds (Beckie et al., 2012; Yu et al., 2011; Egan et al., 2011). Concomitantly, secondary effects of gene flow also need to be addressed including effects on non-target species, biodiversity disturbance, species displacement and extinction, disturbance in soil micro-environment and species of ecological concern (Layton et al., 2015).

4.1.2. Antibiotic Resistance

The spread of Antibiotic resistant bacteria (ARB) and Antibiotic resistance genes (ARG) have become an emerging threat to the global health which have been extensively found in various environments (Hu et al., 2019; Proia et al., 2016; Li et al., 2019; Li et al., 2015). By this horizontal gene transfer (HGT) is regarded as one of the major pathways leads to the public health concern by exchanging genetic material that expressed in the recipient organism (Li et al., 2019). The spread of bacterial antibiotic resistance mainly depends on gene transfer and spontaneous mutation (Lin et al., 2016). Mutagenic factors are thought to be the main reason for the induction of antibiotic resistance in the environment (Lv et al., 2014).

As an alternative, they get mobile genetic factors from other bacteria to obtain antibiotic resistance, which is called horizontal gene transfer (HGT) (Ojala et al., 2014). The intensive application of antibiotics in different areas drive abundant antibiotic resistant bacteria (ARB) and antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) are frequently detected in environments such as water, soil and even air thus posing a potentially health concern (Chen et al., 2019; Hendriksen, 2019). Antibiotics have received special attention due to their potential to promote and maintain bacterial resistance (Meng et al., 2015).
Particularly human pathogenic bacteria acquiring antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) can have severe impacts on human health (Zhang et al., 2016).

**Figure 1.** Antibiotic targets and examples of resistance mechanisms for selected antibiotics (adapted from Wright, 2010 cited by Pazda et al., 2019).

### 4.1.3. Super Weediness

Recent studies support that domesticated crops could escape from cultivation (ferality) and become a potential weed. Traits like fast growth rate, self-compatibility (crop traits) could favor weediness (Ellstrand et al., 2013; Mercer et al., 2014). A gain of herbicide resistance gene through hybridization with GM plants could lead towards its persistence in the agricultural habitat (Guan et al., 2015). There exists a contradiction among scientists about the establishment of transgene recipient as weeds in the environment. For example, Williamson et al. (1990) reported that small genetic modification through GMO × domesticated crop hybrids could cause large ecological alterations. Based on the risk of increased fitness, certain traits are strong candidates which can enhance chances of competitiveness, such as tolerance to herbicides, resistance to various stress, pathogens and pests and traits responsible for enhanced growth (Yang et al., 2012). Plants can develop several herbicide-resistance mechanisms, such as herbicide detoxification, changes in the intracellular compartmentation of herbicides, target site insensitivity, reduced herbicide entry, reduced herbicide translocation and target site overproduction (Guan et al., 2015). The risk of pervasiveness or invasiveness is regarded relatively low, there are some possible biological changes that could lead to weediness such as tolerance to extreme regimes of temperature, water and soil salinity, modification in seed propagation and dormancy characteristics and introduction of resistance to pest or pathogens (Tappeser et al., 2014).

### 4.1.4. Effect on Biodiversity

Widespread commercial cultivation of GM crops especially herbicide tolerant crops pose serious threats to the ecosystem complexity and reduction in biodiversity. Likewise, studies showed that the diversity, density, and biomass of the seed bank in farmland were evidently lesser in GM systems contrary to conventional systems (Bohan et al., 2005). Pesticides are often transported beyond crop fields and can show considerable impacts on terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems or on plant populations in the vicinity of crop fields. To a broader sense, it could be concluded that biodiversity is negatively affected by the cultivation of GM crops (Izenring, 2010; Lovei et al., 2010).

### 4.1.5. Evolution of Herbicide Resistance Weeds

On a large geographical scale, many independent evolutionary events could simultaneously interplay for the emergence of herbicide resistance (Bonny, 2016). Regular use of glyphosate on a considerable
proportion of GM crop fields makes the assumption of glyphosate resistance development a reasonable hypothesis. It is not mandatory for weeds to be a poorer competitor than susceptible weeds as no fitness differential was detectable between susceptible and resistant biotypes (Busi et al., 2013). In tolerance development, various mechanisms could help the plant such as target site over production, modification in intracellular herbicide compartmentation, minimal herbicide absorbance and translocation, herbicide detoxification and insensitivity to target site (Brower et al., 2012).

4.1.6. Resistance to Insecticide and Pesticide

Controlling pests through conventional and chemical techniques have been proven to be challenging as evolution of insecticide and pesticide resistance has been witnessed in many cases (Dale et al., 2002). More specifically, the possibility of evolution of Bt-resistant insect pests can’t be negated because of constitutive expression of Bt toxins in all plant tissue imparts higher selection pressure on target species (Yu et al., 2011). Use of Bt bio-pesticides by organic farmers lead to resistant diamondback moth populations in Central America, Florida, Japan, Philippines, Hawai, and China (Tabashnik et al., 2013).

5. HGT of RECOMBINANT DNA TO EUKARYOTIC CELLS

The uptake of food derived DNA into host intestinal cells or tissues has been raised as a potential concern related to the introduction of GMO based food sources. Such exposure must be seen in relation to the broad variety of DNA naturally present in food and hence, whether specific qualitative or quantitative genetic changes are present in the GMO that would create a higher risk/impact of DNA exposure from this source (Nawaz et al., 2019; Rizzi et al., 2012; Nordgard et al., 2007).

The fate of dietary DNA in the gastrointestinal tract (GIT) of animals has gained renewed interest after the commercial introduction of genetically modified organisms (GMO). Among the concerns regarding GM food, are the possible consequences of horizontal gene transfer (HGT) of recombinant dietary DNA to bacteria or animal cells (Rizzi et al., 2012). The exposure of the GIT to dietary DNA is related to the extent of food processing, food composition, and to the level of intake. Animal feeding studies have demonstrated that a minor amount of fragmented dietary DNA may resist the digestive process (Rizzi et al., 2012; Nordgard et al., 2007).

Feed derived DNA taken up from the gastrointestinal tract and detection in leucocytes, spleen, liver, and kidneys in mice, in the brain, eyes, liver, and heart of the offspring of mice (plasmid DNA), detection in the liver and spleen of mice following feeding with soybean leaves (Hohlweg and Doerfler, 2001), and detection of fragments of plant DNA in muscle, liver, spleen, and kidneys in chicken and cattle (Einspanier et al., 2001). It has been estimated that approximately 0.1% to 1% of dietary DNA is absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract (Nielsen et al., 2005a; 2006). A precise measurement of this process is complicated because absorption from the gastrointestinal tract takes place over several hours and absorbed DNA undergoes continuous transport, degradation and elimination. Nevertheless, it is clear that DNA in food may reach the bloodstream and be exposed to and localized to various host cells and tissues (Rizzi et al., 2012).

Biological risk assessment of food containing recombinant DNA has exposed knowledge gaps related to the general fate of DNA in the gastrointestinal tract (GIT). DNA macromolecules are continually introduced into the gastrointestinal tract (GIT) as a natural part of food.

Whereas the majority of feed-derived DNA is broken down during digestion (Palka-Santini et al., 2003; Tony et al., 2003), several studies have now shown that minor proportions of feed-derived DNA survive immediate degradation and reach the bloodstream in various animals (Deaville and Maddison, 2005; Einspanier et al., 2001; Jennings et al., 2002) or are detectable as minor fragments in faeces (Chowdhury et al., 2004; Wilcks et al., 2004). The fate of chromosomal DNA in the gastrointestinal tract (GIT) of humans and animals has recently received increased attention due to the introduction of novel ingredients derived from genetically modified organisms (GMOs) in the food chain (Sharma et al., 2006). Biological risk assessment of GMOs has exposed knowledge gaps related to how DNA is degraded, or survive degradation in various compartments of the GIT (Nordgard et al., 2007).

5.1. The Gastrointestinal Tract of Human: A Hotspot for Horizontal Gene Transfer

The human body is generally studied as a single organism, although it functions more as a complex ecosystem since it hosts trillions of bacteria in different body habitats. The GIT alone is inhabited by 1013-1014 bacteria (Sender et al., 2016). There is a gradient in bacterial concentration along the GIT from low concentrations in the stomach and the duodenum (103-104 bacteria/g), increasing in the ileum
(108 bacteria/g) with the highest bacterial concentrations found in the colon and stools where $\sim 10^{11}$ bacteria/g are present. Dysbiosis of the gut microbiota is implicated in a wide range of diseases such as inflammatory bowel disease, diabetes, cardiovascular disease, or even autism spectrum disorders (Cho and Blaser, 2012). The dynamics of these bacterial communities is complex. However, one hallmark of these communities is that bacteria can share different phenotypic traits through a transfer of genetic material. This was first described in 1928 by Fred Griffith, when DNA from a virulent bacterial strain (Streptococcus pneumonia) was isolated and mixed with an avirulent form of the bacterium (Griffith, 1928). This was subsequently found to be caused by a mechanism known as horizontal gene transfer (HGT), by which bacteria can share different traits such as antibiotic resistance (van Schaik, 2015).

Figure 2. (Kelly et al., 2019). Cross-section of the gut showing the absorption of antibiotic following enteral administration followed by antimicrobial resistance (AMR) development in the large intestine. (A) Antibiotic absorption to the systemic circulation through the walls of the small intestine. (B) Selective propagation of resistant gut bacteria following exposure to sub-lethal antibiotic concentrations in the slower moving large intestine. (C) Excretion and spread of resistant bacteria in the feces along with associated antimicrobial resistance genes (ARGs) into the surrounding environment.

5.2. Human Exposure to Foreign DNA

Humans are continually exposed to foreign DNA (GM and/or non-GM) from a broad range of food and feed sources including inhaled organisms (e.g. bacteria, viruses, pollen etc.), from a broad variety of food sources including the microorganisms present in food, via microorganisms normally present in and on humans, and infectious agents entering the body. The study conducted by Rizzi et al. (2012) indicated that a few years ago it was assumed that ingested DNA is completely degraded in the digestive tract of humans and animals.

However, with the global commercialization of GM food and feed, there has been a renewed interest in the fate and effects of GM derived extracellular DNA in the body of the consumer. Thus the human body has mechanisms to protect host cells and utilize and degrade or remove foreign DNA molecules. For instance, free bacterial DNA in the blood triggers immune system reactions (Cohen 2002). It is estimated that humans ingest 0.1 g to 1 g of DNA per day (Doerfler 2000). The quantity of any recombinant DNA ingested will be a minor fraction of the total DNA consumed per human per day. Transgenes are considered chemically equivalent to any other gene present in food (Jonas et al., 2001).

5.2.1. DNA in Food

DNA molecules of broad size ranges are present in large numbers in all raw and unprocessed food sources. Depending on the extent of processing various fractions of DNA molecules of a reduced size may be present in the consumed product. The broad application of sensitive PCR technology has thus exemplified the widespread occurrence and persistence of DNA molecules in various food sources,
including processed food such as corn chips and chocolate (Rizzi et al., 2004). Thus the overall concentration and distribution of DNA of a size that enables entire protein coding genes to be horizontally acquired from various food sources by host cells or bacteria remains largely undetermined. Studies conducted by Duggan et al. (2003) have demonstrated that the persistence of DNA in food and by Van and Young (2014); Gryson (2010); Kharazmi et al. (2003) revealed that processing often decreases the size of DNA, and such molecules can be undetectable in extensively processed food.

5.2.2. DNA Stability in the Digestive Tract

Most free DNA molecules entering the digestive system undergo substantial degradation by enzymes attacking DNA (nucleases, DNases), released from the pancreas and by bacteria present in the intestine (Wilcks et al., 2004). In addition, the low pH of the stomach may chemically modify the DNA molecules. Remaining DNA fragments are excreted in the faeces with variation in the degradation efficiency between mammals. For instance, Chowdhury et al. (2003a; 2003b) reported that maize DNA could be detected in pig faeces. Study by Netherwood et al. (2004) reported that whereas some DNA fragments survived passage through the small bowel, transgenes could not be detected in the faeces of human volunteer’s feed GM soy products.

Most studies on DNA stability in the digestive systems of mammals have used purified DNA and may therefore not capture the impact of various food components, treatments and locations on DNA degradation and stability (Martin-Orue et al., 2002). Although deoxyribonuclease I (DNase I) is detected in saliva, it is believed that DNA digestion starts in the stomach (Liu et al., 2015) where histones are separated from DNA by the action of pepsin (the primary enzyme in the stomach) and the acidity of the environment. DNA is further broken down by gastric acid and DNA nucleases along the GIT and thus only small fragments are presented to intestinal epithelial cells.

Figure 3. A. Fate of extracellular DNA in human digestive system. B. Two possible processes involved in extracellular DNA uptake into the cells. (i) Transcytosis of dsDNA: Uptake of DNA fragments across the intestinal epithelia mediated by vesicular transport. (ii) Endocytosis of dsDNA: Naked dsDNA can be spontaneously
internalized by sequence dependent mechanism by which genetic information can enter living cells at significant amounts in a bioactive form. The process is also cell type dependent (Nawaz et al., 2019).

6. **HGT of Recombinant DNA to Prokaryotic Cells**

HGT of transgenes into pathogenic beneficial or environmental microorganisms resulting in potential unanticipated fitness effects has been voiced as a potential biosafety issue. A broad range of DNA compositions is continually released from decaying organic matter. Microorganisms are responsible for the majority of organic matter decomposition and therefore also DNA degradation. Thus, microorganisms present in the human gastrointestinal tract and in agricultural environments experience continual exposure to DNA released from themselves and the organisms in their immediate surroundings. DNA fragments exposed to bacteria will most often be utilized as a nutrient source (Nielsen et al., 2007). However, in rare circumstances foreign DNA may also be integrated into the bacterial genome. Experimental studies do not suggest bacteria integrate foreign unrelated chromosomal DNA at measurable frequencies over the limited time span (hours to days) (De Vries et al., 2001; Nielsen et al., 2005).

A high uptake frequency is also unlikely because bacteria are continually exposed to a high diversity of DNA compositions in their environments and unchecked uptake of DNA would quickly reduce the fitness of the bacterium and soon become lethal. Thus, microbial communities are in some cases already exposed to naturally occurring counterparts to these protein encoding genes (Nielsen 2003a; Nielsen et al., 2005). The introduction of similar protein coding genes from recombinant sources to soil is therefore often inferred in biological risk assessments to cause little additional environmental impact, if a HGT event occurred (Nielsen 2003a).

The novelty of the transgenes inserted into GMOs is likely to increase in the future due to development of novel gene constructs (synthetic and artificial bifunctional and multifunctional proteins) obtained through gene fusions, reshuffling and de novo construction of novel protein encoding domains (Nielsen, 2003b).

7. **Concluding Remark**

HGT is defined as the transfer of genetic material from one organism to another independent of reproduction. HGT results in unidirectional gene flow, usually of one to several genes from a donor organism to the genome of a recipient organism. Ku and Martin have (Ku and Martin, 2016) indicated that eukaryotes do not acquire genes through continual HGT like prokaryotes.

From the current scientific evidence, HGT from GMOs to other organisms presents negligible risks to human health and safety or the environment due to the rarity of such events relative to those HGT events that occur in nature and the limited chance of providing a selective advantage to the recipient organism. The risk assessment of a transgenic bacterium must consider the potential for transfer of introduced genes to other microorganisms in the environment. (Ku et al., 2015) suggested the risks of gene transfer from GM crops currently commercialized as being negligible and the function, characteristics, and potential health impact of the introduction of different transgenes of microbial origin into commercial GM plants and finally concluded that unintended horizontal gene transfer to bacteria was unlikely to raise health concerns. Transfer of antibiotic resistance marker genes from GM plant to the gut microflora of humans and animals and their expression is most probably a rare event, given the low amounts ingested and degradative conditions in the gastrointestinal tract.

8. **Further Perspectives**

It is important to examine the variable potential risk of GMOs within the context of wider knowledge and case-to-case basis.

- To avoid harm to beneficial organisms, spatial and temporal expression of transgene should be considered
- Laboratory scale studies should be conducted to understand the type of risk and its actual potential in a broader environment or farmland systems of GMOs.
- In regard to the environment related risks case by case risk assessment should be done to make universal judgments targeted to inescapable or invasiveness of transgenes or wild × GMO hybrids and their progenies.
Biosafety Issues of Unintended Horizontal Transfer of Recombinant DNA

- Many of transgenes are already present in the environment so studies should be conducted to investigate the comparative survival of identical genes in GMOs.
- Complex food webs and food supplies should be considered case-by-case before the release of new transgene harboring resistance traits.
- While, analyzing novel expressed proteins or unintentionally expressed proteins, their allergic and toxic effect could be predicted using bioinformatics tools.
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